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[editorial]

Andrea Pane

Style, stylism and restyling
between conservation and design
The issues of style (Stilfragen, as
the title of an essay by Alois Riegl of
1893) can be said to be the basis of
the centuries-old debate on art and
architecture. Derived from the Latin
stilus – a pointed object that was used
to engrave wax tablets – the term
brings us back to the field of linguistics,
in which the main speculations on the
subject of style were carried out, in the
sense of an author’s “way of expressing
himself”. From here to the concept of
style in the figurative arts, intended as a
set of formal features that characterize
a group of works, the step is short,
but marked by critical issues around
which architectural criticism has been
questioning for over two centuries.
Starting with Gottfried Semper
(Der Stil in den technischen und
tektonischen Künsten, 1860-63),
who deterministically subordinated
architectural forms to contingent reality,
to the criticisms of Riegl himself – who
opposed them with an intention of art
(Kunstwollen), result of the tension
between technical conditioning and
creative will – the beginning of the 20th
century experiences a progressive
liberation from the ties of 19th-century
stylism. But it is only a partial liberation,
which marks a part of architectural
criticism more influenced by neoidealist philosophy, while contemporary
architectural production is still moving
towards the search for a unifying style.
From the short but intense season of
the De Stijl movement, theorized by
Piet Mondrian and Theo van Doesburg
(1917-1931), to the search for an
International Style proposed by Philip
Johnson and Henry-Russel Hitchcock
with the homonymous exhibition at the
MOMA in New York (1932), the tension
22

towards an abstract language, even
disconnected from any local influence,
has marked a large part of the debate
on contemporary architecture.
With the crisis of the Modern Movement
and the birth of Postmodernism –
marked by the books of Robert Venturi
(Complexity and Contradiction in
Architecture, 1966; Learning from Las
Vegas, with Denise Scott-Brown and
Steven Izenour, 1972) and Charles
Jencks (The Language of Post Modern
Architecture, 1977) – we still talk about
style, but intended as an extrinsic and
ironic “quotationism”. The architecture
of the last 50 years has been strongly
influenced by this irreverent and false
approach, interpreting style as an
interchangeable language, according
to contexts and conveniences. This
has happened especially in the Gulf,
where too much has been “learned”
from Las Vegas and in general
from urban growth along a strip, as
Venturi predicted. This has meant,
especially in Dubai, the construction
of a considerable number of ugly
postmodern buildings, concentrated
along the Sheikh Zayed Road, among
which the Al Yaqoub Tower certainly
stands out for its exhibitionism, in
imitation of London’s Big Ben.
Alongside all this, however, the last
decades in the UAE have seen the
progressive recovery of local traditions,
at least on a formal level, in an attempt
to define an “Arab style” that, on the one
hand, is linked to the history of those
territories and, on the other, meets the
expectations of tourists, fascinated
by a generic “orientalism” of manner,
whose roots go back to colonialism.
However, it was a mainly extrinsic
recovery, which did not take advantage

– to quote a Western reference – of
the reflections on “critical regionalism”
theorized by Kenneth Frampton in the
mid-1980s, as Cristiano Luchetti rightly
points out in his interview with Brian
Johnson and Wael Al-Masri, entitled
Style. The results were therefore
various and controversial, often carried
out by the same architect, as for two
projects created by GAJ (Godwin
Austen Johnson) and illustrated by
Luchetti. On the one hand, an intelligent
combination of modernity and tradition
(the complex of buildings created for
the Sharjah Art Foundation), on the
other, questionable operations such
as the Al Seef district along the Dubai
Creek, where the slavish re-proposition
of traditional formal language,
accompanied by a “modern” dimension
of urban spaces, offers to the most
sensitive visitor an unpleasant feeling of
estrangement.
Starting from this central core of the
issue, dedicated to a reflection on the
most recent and controversial outcomes
of the “Arab style” in the UAE, the rest
of the articles orbit around similar
themes. Thus we find, in the [essays]
section, an in-depth study on the theme
of architectural conservation in Japan,
developed starting with a general essay
by Mizuko Ugo and a specific article
by Matteo Belfiore dedicated to the
Meiji Mura Museum in Nagoya, marked
by the reconstruction of part of the
Imperial Hotel in Tokyo by Frank Lloyd
Wright (1923) demolished in 1967. A
similar report on New Zealand follows,
also divided into a general essay
by Pamela Dziwulska and Candida
Rolla, respectively the president of
ICOMOS New Zealand and an architect
specializing in heritage, and a specific

article on the conservation of the
Anglican church of St Paul in Auckland
by Salmond Reed Architects.
The gaze towards the Far East
continues in the [focus], entirely
dedicated to new architectural trends in
China through four large, medium and
small-scale projects. Projects that go
from the folie of the Loop of Wisdom
in Sichuan, i.e. the new museum of
technology designed by Powerhouse
Company, to the critical regionalism
of the complex built by Neri & Hu on
Yangcheng Lake, north of the city of
Suzhou, to the recovery of materials
and traditional techniques in Wang
Weijen Architecture’s Valley Retreat
project in Jiyuan City, and to the new
artificial landscape of Aurelien Chen’s
Dragon Mountain Pavilion in Rizhao.
The [architecture & plan] section,
dedicated to the Archaeological Park
of Pompeii, can also be considered
tangent to the theme of style.
Introduced by an exclusive interview
with Massimo Osanna, director of the
archaeological park from 2014 to today,
it depicts the complexity and extent
of the works carried out in the last
seven years in Pompeii, culminating
in the restyling of the Antiquarium.
The issue is then completed by a
project for the Dhayah Fort in Ras Al
Khaimah (UAE) and by the renovation
of a vernacular house from the first
half of the 20th century in Fukuchiyama
(Japan), converted into the Hishiya
hotel by Fumihiko Sano. Finally, we paid
a dutiful tribute to two protagonists of
design and art criticism in Italy, Enzo
Mari and Lea Vergine, struck down by
Covid-19 one day apart, and whose life
was entirely dedicated to a radical and
avant-garde vision of creating.

Stile, stilismo
e restyling
tra conservazione
e progetto
I problemi dello stile (Stilfragen, come
titolava un saggio di Alois Riegl del 1893)
possono dirsi alla base del secolare
dibattito sull’arte e sull’architettura.
Derivato dal latino stilus – oggetto
appuntito che veniva utilizzato per
incidere le tavolette di cera – il termine
ci riporta al campo della linguistica,
nel quale sono state svolte le principali
speculazioni in tema di stile, inteso come
“modo di esprimersi” di un autore. Da qui
al concetto di stile nelle arti figurative,
inteso come insieme dei tratti formali
che caratterizzano un gruppo di opere, il
passo è breve, ma segnato da nodi critici
attorno ai quali la critica architettonica si
interroga da oltre due secoli.
A partire da Gottfried Semper (Der Stil
in den technischen und tektonischen
Künsten, 1860-63), che subordinava
deterministicamente le forme
architettoniche alla realtà contingente,
alle critiche dello stesso Riegl – che
vi opponeva una intenzione d’arte
(Kunstwollen) frutto della tensione
tra condizionamenti tecnici e volontà
creatrice – si giunge al principio del XX
secolo a una progressiva liberazione dai
lacci dello stilismo ottocentesco. Ma è
una liberazione solo parziale, che segna
una parte della critica architettonica più
influenzata dalla filosofia neoidealista,
mentre la produzione architettonica
contemporanea si muove ancora
verso la ricerca di uno stile unificante.
Dalla breve ma intensa stagione del
movimento De Stijl, teorizzato da Piet
Mondrian e Theo van Doesburg (19171931), alla ricerca di un International
Style proposto da Philip Johnson e
Henry-Russel Hitchcock con la omonima
mostra al MOMA di New York (1932), la
tensione verso un linguaggio astratto e
persino slegato da ogni influenza locale

Photo courtesy of Wael Al-Masri

ha marcato buona parte del dibattito
sull’architettura contemporanea.
Con la crisi del Movimento Moderno e
la nascita del Post-modern – segnata
dagli scritti di Robert Venturi (Complexity
and Contradiction in Architecture, 1966;
Learning from Las Vegas, con Denise
Scott-Brown e Steven Izenour, 1972)
e di Charles Jencks (The Language
of Post Modern Architecture, 1977) –
si torna ancora a parlare di stile, ma
inteso come un citazionismo estrinseco
e ironico. L’architettura degli ultimi 50
anni è stata fortemente influenzata da
questo approccio irriverente e posticcio,
interpretando lo stile come un linguaggio
intercambiabile a seconda dei contesti
e delle convenienze. Ciò è accaduto
soprattutto nel Golfo, dove si è fin troppo
“imparato” da Las Vegas e in generale
dalla crescita urbana lungo una strip,
come aveva profetizzato Venturi. Ciò
ha significato, soprattutto a Dubai, la
realizzazione di un numero notevole di
brutti edifici più o meno postmoderni,
concentrati soprattutto lungo la
Sheikh Zayed Road, tra i quali spicca
certamente per esibizionismo la Al
Yaqoub Tower, a imitazione del Big Ben
londinese.
Accanto a tutto questo, tuttavia, gli
ultimi decenni negli UAE hanno visto
il progressivo recupero delle tradizioni
locali, quanto meno sul piano formale,
nel tentativo di definire uno “stile arabo”
che da un lato si riallacciasse alla storia
di quei territori e dall’altro incontrasse
le aspettative dei turisti, affascinati da
un generico «orientalismo» di maniera,
le cui radici risalgono addirittura al
colonialismo. Si è trattato però di un
recupero prevalentemente estrinseco,
che non ha fatto tesoro – per citare un
riferimento occidentale – delle riflessioni

Photo courtesy of Wael Al-Masri

sul «regionalismo critico» teorizzate da
Kenneth Frampton alla metà degli anni
Ottanta, come sottolinea giustamente
Cristiano Luchetti nella sua intervista a
Brian Johnson e Wael Al-Masri, intitolata
proprio Style. Ne sono quindi derivati
esiti vari e controversi, spesso portati
avanti persino dallo stesso architetto,
come per due progetti realizzati da GAJ
(Godwin Austen Johnson) e illustrati
da Luchetti. Da un lato una intelligente
combinazione di modernità e tradizione
(il complesso di edifici realizzati per
la Sharjah Art Foundation), dall’altro
discutibili operazioni come il quartiere
Al Seef lungo il Creek di Dubai, dove la
riproposizione pedissequa del linguaggio
formale tradizionale, accompagnata
però da una dimensione “moderna”
degli spazi urbani, offre al visitatore più
sensibile una spiacevole sensazione di
estraniamento.
A partire da questo nucleo centrale
del numero, dedicato appunto a una
riflessione sugli esiti più recenti e
controversi dello “stile arabo” negli
UAE, il resto degli articoli orbita
attorno a temi affini. Troviamo così,
nella rubrica [essays], innanzitutto
un approfondimento sul tema della
conservazione architettonica in
Giappone, sviluppato a partire da un
saggio generale di Mizuko Ugo e uno
specifico articolo di Matteo Belfiore
dedicato al Meiji Mura Museum di
Nagoya, segnato dalla ricostruzione
di parte dell’Imperial Hotel di Tokyo di
Frank Lloyd Wright (1923) demolito nel
1967. Segue un analogo report sulla
Nuova Zelanda, anche qui suddiviso in
un saggio generale di Pamela Dziwulska
e Candida Rolla, rispettivamente
presidente di ICOMOS New Zealand
e architetto specialista in patrimonio, e

uno specifico articolo sul restauro della
chiesa anglicana di St. Paul ad Auckland
effettuato da Salmond Reed Architects.
Lo sguardo verso l’Estremo Oriente
prosegue nel [focus], interamente
dedicato alle nuove tendenze
architettoniche in Cina attraverso quattro
progetti alla grande, media e piccola
scala. Progetti che si muovono tra la folie
del Loop of Wisdom di Sichuan, ovvero il
nuovo museo della tecnologia disegnato
da Powerhouse Company, il regionalismo
critico del complesso realizzato da Neri
& Hu sul lago Yangcheng a nord della
città di Suzhou, il recupero di materiali e
tecniche tradizionali nel Valley Retreat a
Jiyuan City di Wang Weijen Architecture,
e il nuovo paesaggio artificiale del
padiglione del Padiglione della Montagna
del Drago di Aurelien Chen a Rizhao.
Tangente al tema dello stile può dirsi
anche la rubrica [architecture & plan],
dedicata al Parco Archeologico di
Pompei e introdotta da una esclusiva
intervista a Massimo Osanna, direttore
del parco archeologico dal 2014 a
oggi, che restituisce la complessità
e l’estensione delle opere portate
avanti negli ultimi sette anni a Pompei,
culminate nel restyling dell’Antiquarium.
Completano il numero un progetto
per il Dhayah Fort a Ras Al Khaimah
(UAE) e la ristrutturazione di una casa
vernacolare della prima metà del XX
secolo a Fukuchiyama (Giappone),
convertita nell’Hishiya hotel da Fumihiko
Sano. Infine, abbiamo tributato un
doveroso omaggio a due protagonisti
del design e della critica d’arte in Italia,
Enzo Mari e Lea Vergine, stroncati dal
Covid-19 a distanza di un giorno l’uno
dall’altro, la cui vita è stata interamente
dedicata a una visione radicale e
avanguardista del creare.
[editorial] 23

The relationship between past, present
and future, therefore, depends on this»3.
Consequently, space in Japan is not
intended as a physical entity, but it
concerns the flowing of time. The
ideogram MA (間) – which assumes
different meanings of distance, pause
or interruption based on the context –
summarizes the concept of restoration
and conservation. MA (間) is the
pause between notes or speeches, the
intermediate space between things or
people, the void that becomes tangible
matter. It represents the fourth dimension
and, therefore, also the transience of
matter. If all things are impermanent
and everything is destined to perish,
even the houses’ material, the temples
and the cities have a limited time, and
their conservation is useless. Therefore,
it is more appropriate to demolish and
rebuild, concentrating efforts on the
transmission of construction techniques,
in refining them through the generations
of artisans. This ideal is perfectly
embodied in the famous Ise-Jingu Shinto
shrine, which has been cyclically torn
down and rebuilt for hundreds of years.

2
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«Rather than preserving the material,
in Japan prevails the desire to transmit
the construction techniques and the
craftsmanship ability. This aspect
is interesting because it allows the
Japanese to hand down methods and
operational criteria. Westerners have
lost it for the most part and try to recover
it through analytical approaches to the
existing»4. Based on these principles,
in Japan, most buildings have a short
life, often not exceeding thirty years.
Buildings are frequently demolished to
make space for new ones or to rebuild
them “where they were and as they
were”. Therefore, also in the light of
these considerations, the Meiji-Mura is a
34

peculiar museum. We will now describe
it through its most important buildings
and features.
The visit to the museum
The route begins with the Kanazawa
Prison main gate, with its robust brick
structure and white stone slates, the
door to this open-air museum. One of
the first and most significant buildings
you come across is the St. John’s
Church in Kyoto. Designed by the
American architect James McDonald
Gardiner in 1907, it has a substantial
Romanesque volume surmounted by
gables, turrets, crowns, and Gothic
derivation windows. St. Francis Xavier’s

4

Cathedral is another building with
Gothic decorations, with its minimal and
straightforward façade and the evocative
interior spaces made by stained
glass windows and statues. Another
hybridization of different languages is
found in the Higashi-Yamanashi District
Office, an 1885 Giyōfū-style government
office. Here, the Japanese composition
coexists with Western figurative motifs.
The projects are made by carpenters
who use traditional craft techniques.
An example of a middle-class residential
house is the Tomatsu House in
Nagoya, completed in 1901 after two
reconstructions. It was built with the
traditional nuriyadzukuri method, which

consists of burning a building’s walls
to prevent the possibility of future fires.
One of the village’s isolated structures
is the Shinagawa Lighthouse, built in
1870 by the French engineer Léonce
Verny. This lighthouse, built near Lake
Iruka, is nine meters high on a stone
base and features a cylindrical shape
with a lantern on the top. White plaster
and grey stone jambs characterize
the external surface. Another building
of historical interest is the Uji Yamada
Post Office (1909), which was located
in front of the Ise Shrine. The blocked
and symmetrical composition centers
on a circular atrium with two V-shaped
wings extending to the sides. The

2-5 The main entrance of the Imperial Hotel by Frank
Lloyd Wright / L’ingresso principale dell’Imperial Hotel
Frank Lloyd Wright.
6-7 The lobby of the Imperial Hotel by Frank Lloyd
Wright / La lobby dell’Imperial Hotel Frank Lloyd Wright.

external surfaces are marked by regular
geometric patterns and narrow vertical
windows. Some decorative details are
inspired by the European baroque.
The visit ends with the most essential
and representative building of the entire
open-air museum, the main entrance
and the lobby of the Imperial Hotel
by Frank Lloyd Wright (1923). This is
undoubtedly the structure of the most
significant historical and cultural appeal,
due to Wright’s name and its troubled
history. However, only a small part
of the original construction has been
rebuilt here. The original building had
a structure in concrete and sculpted
Oya stone. Wright opted for shallow
foundations – as if the hotel were to
«float on the mud» – and lightened walls
to obtain greater flexibility of the whole.
These solutions certainly contributed
to avoiding the collapse of the hotel
in the destructive Kantō earthquake
of 1923. It was, in fact, one of the few

5

6

to dismantle and reconstruct the
parts that had survived. The concrete
structure, however, did not allow the
anastylosis operation. Therefore, only
the Oya stone finishes and some
surviving furnishings were recovered
and brought to Meiji-Mura in 1968. In
1970 the reconstruction of the lobby and
of the swimming pool started, lasting six
years. From 1983 to 1985 the interiors
were completed.
A critical judgment on the Meiji-Mura
Museum must naturally consider the
aims of its creators and the specific
cultural and architectural contexts. It
was a desire to preserve the memory
of significant buildings – destined to

disappear, and therefore to oblivion –
through the re-proposal of their “copies”.
Western culture rejects this possibility
or has reserved it for totally exceptional
occasions: the on-site reconstruction
(1986) of the German Pavilion by Mies

van der Rohe at the 1929 Barcelona
Exposition, for example, and very few
other cases. Similarly, this fragment of
Wright’s Imperial Hotel might be enough
to look at the Meiji-Mura Museum with
great interest.

Notes

buildings that survived and housed
embassies from various countries. This
helped to consolidate the fame of the
American architect even further. During
the Second World War, the south wing
was destroyed by bombs. Confiscated
by the occupation forces, only in 1952
did it return to its legitimate owners.
Followed a reconstruction with other
designers, which failed to revive the
Imperial Hotel’s commercial fortunes.
Eventually, in 1967 it was demolished.
The only surviving parts of the original
building were the central atrium and
the swimming pool. To preserve one of
the most important and representative
works of the Meiji period, it was decided

7

M. Ugo, L’istituzione della tutela del patrimonio nazionale, in Il restauro in Giappone: architetture, città,
paesaggi, G. Gianighian, M. D. Paolucci (eds.), Alinea Editrice, 2011, p. 15.
A first edition of the book Teoria del restauro appeared in 1963: C. Brandi, Teoria del restauro. Lezioni
raccolte da L. Vlad Borrelli, J. Raspi Serra, G. Urbani. Con bibliografia generale dell’autore, Edizioni di Storia
e Letteratura, Rome 1963. In 1977 the essay was published integrally and with the sole addition of the 1972
Restoration Charter: C. Brandi, Teoria del restauro, Einaudi, Turin 1977.
3
O. Niglio, K. Kuwakino, Giappone: Tutela e conservazione di antiche tradizioni, Edizioni Plus, Pisa 2010, p. 15.
4
O. Niglio, review of the book Il restauro in Giappone: architetture, città, paesaggi, Hevelius’ webzine; http://
www.hevelius.it/webzine/leggi.php?codice=254.
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Powerhouse Company
Work
The Loop of Wisdom
Client
Uni-Hiku
Location
Chengdu, China
Project Year
2019-2020
Architecture and Design
Powerhouse Company
Architect
Stijn Kemper, Nanne de Ru
Project Team
Lead: Niels Baljet
Team: Rui Wang, Albert Takashi
Richters, Maarten Diederix,
Meagan Kerr, Remko van der Vorm,
Daan Masmeijer, Michiel Bosch,
Niek Koning, Gert Ververs, Giovanni
Coni, Stavros Voskaris, Filip Galić,
Severino Iritano, Davide del Sante,
Reto Egli, Penny Uni, Dries Brøns,
Caroline Desplan, Eli Keijser,
Rafael Zarza Garciá, Yanni Huang,
Kimi Fei
Engineering
Structural and façade engineer:
Chengdu JZFZ Architectural Design
Landscape
AECOM + Wisto
Additional Functions
Co-architect: Chengdu JZFZ
Architectural Design
Interior architect: CCD, Xenario
Urban planner: Woods Bagot
MEP consultant: Chengdu JZFZ
Architectural Design
Lighting consultant: Shenzhen Minkave
Technology
Main Contractor: CSCEC, Suzhou
Kelida Decoration
Size and total area
Buildings: 5.000 m2
Roof: 9.250 m2
Image credits
Jonathan Leijonhufvud Architectural
Photography
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Loop of Wisdom.
A new folie in Sichuan

Pilot project of the development
program for the new Tianfu district of
Chengdu, in southwestern China’s
province of Sichuan, on the border
of Tibet, the Loop of Wisdom, a new
museum of technology with a visitor
centre designed by the architectural firm
Powerhouse Company, is characterized
as a new, extremely expressive
landmark within the complex natural
and artificial geography of the area.
It is not a monument, although the
complex articulation of the form in the
peri-urban space of the city would
suggest it, but a real spatial device of
aggregation, involvement and interaction
for inhabitants and tourists.
The Loop of Wisdom shapes the
existing and partially equipped with
infrastructure landscape of the new
Tianfu area, established in 2011 with
the aim of modernizing the industrial
sector of Chengdu towards advanced
manufacturing in the sectors of
technology, IT and digital services, in
line with the ten-year challenge that
attributes to Sichuan a central role in
the economic revitalization of the area:
a renewed and contemporary Silk
Road that traces a new scenario for the
development of the quality of living in
natural and artificial places.
Along the Tianfu Avenue, there
are already various development
and programming experiences
for residential, commercial and
manufacturing use, as programmed
by the Uni-Hiku Group, an important
manufacturer of microchips and hightech components, and also the main
client of the Loop of Wisdom museum
and visitor centre.
The conditions of the site chosen for
the museum, destined to emerge in this
new district of Chengdu and to turn on
the lights on the powerful development
planned for the territory, are absolutely
peculiar: the ground is marked by
a specific and natural undulation,
defining a sort of light and soft hill.
This topographical feature becomes
the starting point of the project, which
tries, in a succession of buildings and
covered open spaces anchored to
the sloping ground, to model a single
large circular path, which creates a
compact microcosm in the pre-existing
urban environment. Different entities –
closed or covered open spaces serving
the museum – are surmounted by a
single roof that inscribes a new large
public garden and becomes a new
public space (a continuous and fluid
terrace) to a higher and unexplored
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Gisela Loehlein, Davide Lombardi

Neri & Hu Suzhou
Chapel complex
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Neri & Hu Design
and Research Office
Work
Suzhou Chapel
Location
199 Yanghchenghuan Road, Suzhou, Jiangsu, China
Project Year
2016
Architecture and Design
Neri & Hu Design and Research Office
Project Team
Founding Partners, Principal in Charge: Lyndon Neri & Rossana Hu
Senior Associate: Nellie Yang
Senior Architectural Designer & Project Manager: Jerry Guo
Senior Architectural Designer: Begona Sebastian
Senior associate, Product design:
Brian Lo
Design team: Shirley Hsu, Dana Wu, Maia Peck, Simin Qiu
Size and total area
700 m2
Image credits
Chapel: Pedro Pegenaute
Complex: Gisela Loehlein
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Neri & Hu contributed to the design of
a spectacular compound in the north
of Suzhou, along the Yangcheng Lake.
Set in a very well thought scenery, with
impressive views across the lake, the
complex sets up a dialogue between
natural landscaping, the lake, and the
architecture (figs. 1-2). The masterplan
is comprised of a central hotel and a
restaurant area, along a residential
apartment and villa complex, a gallery,
a café, a community hall, conference
facilities and a chapel, a spa, a gym
and a medical treatment complex
(figs. 3-6). Neri & Hu designed the
chapel, the spa complex as well
as the western oriented residential
expansion. The design of the complex
is quintessential modern Chinese,
made of local recycled bricks that form
the architecture, unifying the principles
of modern architecture with those of
eastern Asian design philosophies,
thus creating a successful symbiosis

that allows one to come to rest
and think. The interior design is
made of natural local materials
and craftsmanship, and it creates a
contemporary meditative oasis. Each
part of the project has been designed
and carefully placed as part of the
overall composition. It is rare to see
such a great understanding of and
focus on detail from the masterplan to
the architecture, the interior design and
the detail solutions, through the careful
selection of sustainable local materials
as well as the choice and placement
of the artworks. The core of the design
has been the wellness of the body
and soul through architecture, and
the relationship between nature and
oneself (fig. 7).
The complex has been internationally
noticed due to its chapel, that has been
published in numerous architectural
journals and magazines, and is
described by the architects as follows:

L’architettura
e il paesaggio
per una nuova
cultura dello stare:
il Valley Retreat
a Jiyuan City
La Cina è il Paese più popoloso del
mondo: 1.393 miliardi di persone, circa
il 18% dell’intera popolazione mondiale.
Guangzhou, Shanghai, Pechino e
tutte le più grandi città cinesi sono
quotidianamente scenario di una vita
in fermento, fatta di rumori e colori,
di traffico e luci, di una modernità
chiassosa e sfolgorante, capace di
mescolarsi e quasi confondersi con una
tradizione millenaria, la cui aura aleggia
ancora intorno alle cose del nuovo
millennio.
È difficile immaginare una Cina
lontana da tutto questo, soprattutto in
una provincia come quella di Henan
che, con i suoi 100 milioni di abitanti,
rappresenta una delle regioni più
popolate del Paese: eppure è proprio
qui che, lungo il corso del Fiume Giallo,
culla della civiltà cinese, hanno regnato
e si sono succedute le prime grandi
dinastie. Ed è qui che è possibile,
oggi, fare esperienza di territori
incontaminati, quasi inalterati dalla vita
contemporanea, che conservano un
ritmo e un’esistenza fatti di lentezza e di
riserbo.
In questa provincia, nell’area centrosettentrionale della Cina, all’ombra
del monte Wangwu, in una vallata
che sembra rimasta silenziosamente
sospesa nel passato, lo studio Wang
Weijen Architecture è stato chiamato
nel 2016 a concepire un nuovo modo
di intendere il turismo nel Paese
più abitato del mondo. La risposta
a un interrogativo squisitamente
contemporaneo, che al contempo
dimostra una forte esigenza di legame
con il passato e che riguarda il destino
di certe aree dimenticate, ben lontane
dai rumori delle grandi città, dimora
all’interno del progetto del Valley Retreat
presso la città-contea di Jiyuan.
Divenendo parte integrante del
paesaggio circostante, l’architettura
pensata per questa struttura ricettiva si
articola assecondando la morfologia del
territorio, il dolce pendio delle alture e la
viva piattezza dello specchio d’acqua, e
rende chiaro al visitatore il proprio fine
di preservare i caratteri, quasi bucolici,
70
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by both the roofs and the aspect of
the poles: while the roofs interrupt the
vertical pattern, the surface treatment
of the poles – satin, polished and
white metal – and their lighting system
(characterized by micro-holes) create
sinuous and changing lines perceptible
by the street and able to evoke the
surrounding mountain system.
The horizontal surface represents
another peculiar element of the
pavilion: the gravel hosts the poles,
which become real trees rising from the
ground, while an external concrete path
flows into a sinuous black marble one,
which recalls shapes and colors of the
Shan shui rivers. It interrupts the rigidity
of the planimetric grid and continues the
surrounding landscape, consisting of
natural elements with different densities
and heights. This horizontal surface is
also articulated by a system of wooden
seats that refers to the shapes of the
roofs, defining a horizontal geography
with different layers, giving shape to
several interpretations of the space.
Between the earth and the sky, the
Dragon Mountain Pavilion becomes
a gateway and a reference point for
travelers walking towards the natural
site: an urban landmark which can
be read at different speeds and
perceptions. From the road – passing
by car – the vertical elements
dematerialize into a luminous trail; when
the visitor moves closer to the pavilion,
the steel poles simulate a mountain that
vibrates and is reflected in the mirrored
elements, which merge with the context;
once inside, the visitor walks throughout
an uninterrupted sequence of elements
that are reflected in the different
materials of the paths and the roofs:
the space takes on an ever-changing
luminosity and consistency, declined
into a form of contemporary landscape
that recalls the most ancient and
persistent forms of the nature.
Between night and day, the light
changes the shapes and the
consistency of the pavilion. During the
day, the bright materials of the poles
take on the thickness of a compact
element that stands out between the
blue sky and the white ground. So, the
poles are reflected in the mirrored metal
and in the marble surfaces, multiplying
and propagating into the space. By
night, the artificial light draws the space
as a collection of suspended stars:
the vertical elements dematerialize in
the dark and turn into beams of light
that illuminate, point out and evoke the
elements of the nature.
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1 Pompeii, Massimo Osanna in the new excavations of the Regio V (photo: Patrick Zachmann, by kind courtesy of the
Archaeological Park of Pompeii) / Massimo Osanna nei nuovi scavi della Regio V.
2 Pompeii, the Forum (photo: by kind courtesy of the Archaeological Park of Pompeii) / Il Foro.
3 Pompeii, the Forum (photo: Pier Paolo Metelli, by kind courtesy of the Archaeological Park of Pompeii) / Il Foro.

Pompeii towards the future
among care, conservation and discoveries
An interview with Massimo Osanna

In a few days, on March 31st, 2021, the helm of the direction of the Archaeological
Park of Pompeii will pass from the firm hands of Massimo Osanna to those of
Gabriel Zuchtriegel, former director of the Archaeological Park of Paestum and
Velia, who will inherit a role of great prestige, interpreted by his predecessor with a
commitment and dedication that have no equal. In the seven years of his presence
in Pompeii, from March 4th, 2014 to the present day – first as Superintendent, then
1

since 2016 as Director of the newly established Archaeological Park – Osanna
has reversed the course of the recent history of Pompeii, marked by collapses,
neglect and degradation, and made the ancient city take an unprecedented leap
forward, achieving extraordinary results on all fronts of the difficult challenge for the
conservation and enhancement of such a large and complex archaeological site.
It is impossible to summarize in a few lines the extent of the rebirth of Pompeii, and
in doing so it may seem that instead of seven years, at least twice as many have
passed, for the number of interventions carried out: from the urgent safety measures,
to the numerous conservation projects, to the reopening of houses that had been
closed for decades, to the creation of a system of accessible itineraries that allowed
82

people with disabilities to visit Pompeii for the first time. And again: to the planned
conservation, to the new discoveries in Regio V, to the exponential increase in
visitors, to the innovative exhibitions held both on the site and around the world
with the support of refined settings, to the performances in the Large Theater and
in the Amphitheater, including a memorable concert by David Gilmour as a tribute
to the legendary Pink Floyd. Live at Pompeii, shot there in 1971. And finally to the
extraordinary media coverage, which
Osanna himself contributed a great deal
to foster and extend at the international
level, also by describing firsthand the
new discoveries, with the enthusiasm
of the researcher and the ability to
synthesize of the great communicator,
followed by an increasingly large
audience.
All this was possible thanks to a
unique alchemy that saw, merged into
a single person, expertise, passion
and extraordinary managerial skills.
Of course, in addition to this, a large
European funding of 105 million
euros was available for the first time
in Pompeii, launched in 2012 and
supported by the 2013 Valore Cultura
decree (art. 8 of Legislative Decree
August 8th, 2013, later converted into
Law no. 112 of October 7th, 2013). But
it is certain – and the facts up to March
2014 prove it – that without someone
like Osanna it would have been very
difficult to manage such a large amount
of money in a short time and with
extraordinary efficiency, rigorously
reporting to the European Union every
euro spent. It is true that in carrying this
great burden, Osanna had an equally
strong companion – to whom, indeed,
he himself acknowledges the greatest
merits with an excess of modesty –
that is the general of the Carabinieri
Giovanni Nistri, placed at the head of the Great Pompeii Project as general manager,
joined by Osanna in the capacity of «special superintendent». An extraordinary
tandem was thus created for a few years, truly constituting the engine of every action
carried out in the ancient city in the sign of an awaited international redemption.
How can one manage to leave such an intense experience? For more than two and a
half centuries Pompeii has been a place of the soul, where any antiquarian, architect,
archaeologist who has directed it since 1748, however briefly, has left a piece of his
heart. It is therefore not easy to leave a site that has very few comparisons in the
world. However, Osanna has been engaged in more prestigious assignments for over
a year now. Having been appointed General Director of the Museums of the Ministry
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of Cultural Heritage and Activities since July 2020 by Minister Dario Franceschini,
he is in fact already carrying out a widespread activity for the enhancement of the
enormous Italian museum heritage, without however forgetting Pompeii, where
at least twice a week he has always been going to direct excavations, as well as
conservation and enhancement projects.
Starting from April 1st, however, a new course will open for Pompeii, without the
direction of Osanna but with that of a person close to him, Gabriel Zuchtriegel,
who will certainly be able to live up to the legacy of his predecessor, counting on
the support of a General Director who is sensitive like no other to the needs of this
extraordinary site. While the pivotal handover is being prepared, I asked Massimo,
who honors me with his friendship, an assessment of these seven years, certain that
with my questions I will arouse in him some feeling of nostalgia, but also of pride for
everything he was able to accomplish in such a short time.
AP: Exactly seven years, plus a few days, at the head of Pompeii. Is it possible
to summarize in a few words the meaning of this experience for you?
MO: I can say that it was an alternation of strong emotions deriving from the
responsibility of having to recover the most important archaeological site in the world
from a degradation, especially symbolic, that had deeply marked it in the aftermath
of the collapse of the Schola Armaturarum and therefore a great commitment in the
management of projects, and in spending European funds in the right way and on
time. Moreover, the challenge of coordinating the professional resources existing
in Pompeii, creating the right enthusiasm and harmony to carry out the activities.
But also the unparalleled privilege, for an archaeologist, of having conducted
extraordinary discoveries, such as those of the latest excavations in Pompeii,
the result of interventions of protection and maintenance, which have provided
extraordinary material for research and for the expansion of our knowledge of the
site.
AP: You rightfully mention the episode of the collapse of the Schola
Armaturarum, which occurred on November 6th, 2010. In your book Pompei. Il
tempo ritrovato (Rizzoli 2019), where you retrace your experience on the field,
you also emphasize the symbolic value of this date, starting from which a new
course has opened for the ancient city. Can you tell us why?
MO: The collapse of the Schola Armaturarum was an unfortunate and dramatic
episode for Pompeii and for all of Italy. It made Pompeii the metaphor of a country
incapable of defending its extraordinary cultural heritage, as well as enhancing it,
and uncovered a series of inefficiencies that until then had gone unnoticed. In the
midst of misfortune, however, this dramatic event awakened the attention of the
Italian government and of the entire European community, leading to the financing
of the Great Pompeii Project; an “extraordinary” intervention, which had the aim of
containing situations of degradation that had long threatened the site, addressing
the critical issues of the archaeological site in a pervasive and extensive manner. No

more single disorganized interventions, but a coherent and global project, the result
of a concerted action, aimed at securing the entire archaeological area.
AP: Do you remember what you thought while reading about the collapse of
the Schola Armaturarum in 2010, accompanied by the inevitable national and
international controversies? Would you have ever imagined that you would be
the one to lead the “rebirth” of Pompeii?
MO: I remember the sense of discouragement and disbelief in the face of a situation
that had allowed the occurrence of a collapse in such a symbolic place, part of the
greatest cultural heritage of humanity and recognized as a UNESCO site since
1997. And I certainly never would have imagined that I would be the one to guide its
recovery and face this great challenge.
AP: What do you remember about your first days in Pompeii in 2014? What did
you think were the greatest difficulties and how did you try to face them?
MO: The absence of ordinary maintenance, perpetrated for some time and repeated
as a “mantra” by archaeologists and external observers, even if in fact it was only
one striking aspect among those concerning Pompeii. There were still great works
never tackled or never finished; it was necessary to ensure the safety of the entire
excavated area and the elimination of ubiquitous props and temporary supports
(which blocked road axes, precluding them from being visited since the 1980
earthquake); the stabilization of the excavation fronts and of the plateau on which
Pompeii stands. Aspects that, after years of collapses and denunciation, emerged
undeniably and on which we had to intervene. At the end of the Great Pompeii
Project, it can be said that large-scale interventions and activities have been
undertaken, fundamental for the conservation and safeguard of Pompeii, solving
many of the problems never faced in the past, restoring and reopening entire areas,
buildings and streets denied to the public for too long. And all this was the result of
intense teamwork, from the functionaries to all the internal staff of the Archaeological
Park, to the various external experts. But above all, a planned maintenance project
was launched, which was absent before, and which can now continue in a regime
that has no longer the extraordinary nature of the Great Pompeii Project, but is part
of the ordinary activities of the Archaeological Park of Pompeii.
AP: During your time in Pompeii you have given great space to architecture,
not only in conservation works, but also promoting innovative projects for
new protective roofs and, above all, calling big names to design exhibitions,
both on and off the site. Among all, I remember the extraordinary wooden
pyramid built in the Amphitheater for the exhibition Pompei e l’Europa in 2015
– designed by a great architect such as Francesco Venezia – inside which the
casts of the victims of the eruption of 79 AD were exhibited. How was that
collaboration born?
MO: I would say that in general the contemporary has had space in Pompeii, in
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Cristiano Luchetti

Style.
Interview with Brian Johnson
and Wael Al-Masri
1

The first cartographic survey of the villages along
the Arabian Gulf dates back to the second decade
of the 19th century. The measuring and mapping of
these territories may represent the “birth certificate” of
these settlements. The maps of Dubai and the other
Emirates of the time are the historical documents that
testify to their existence; they define them ontologically.
Even if these human settlements’ origin dates back to
thousands of years ago, it is possible to concur that the
British army’s graphs place them on the geographical
horizon. The descriptions telling about the buildings’
typological characteristics and their primordial urban
fabric start in this period. It is a short and unchangeable
story. For example, looking at the photographs of the
1960s, one can understand how Dubai’s urban scenery
has changed very slowly in most of the 20th century.
The two basic typologies, the Harish or Barasti (palm
leaves construction) and the more permanent houses
built of coral or stone (few equipped with Barjeel or wind
towers with their historical roots in Iran), cross modernity
almost intact and survive until the threshold of 2000.
In the meantime, from the end of the 18th century,
Europeans developed their vision of the gulf. As defined
by Edward W. Said in his 1978 book, Orientalism is the
critical concept that constitutes predominantly romantic
characters. They were created to build an iconography
of the Middle East by the Western imperialists. In
100

other words, artists who often had not even visited
the region idealized the representation of its territories
and cities. They were challenging to reach and, for
this reason, considered even more fascinating and
exotic. Over time, numerous buildings in Europe and
in the Middle East itself were influenced by the formal
strands corresponding to the definitions of “Arabesque”,
“Moresque”, “Turquerie” and “Egyptian Revival”, to name
a few. Orientalism is a phenomenon that went beyond
the Middle East’s borders to absorb influences of the
far east of the world, as in the cases of Chinoiserie
or Japonism. Perhaps, we could define this cultural
contamination as formal proto globalization applied to
architecture without sophisticated spatial hybridizations
of the most recent critical regionalism, as theorized by
Kenneth Frampton.
I believe that this cultural approach is historically at
the basis of the creation of an architectural “style”,
sometimes used to endow the so-called Islamic
architecture with formal characteristics, not always
derived from its history. Such a design method is
common even today. For example, we can cite the
Ottoman mosque features still understood by the
Arabian Peninsula’s religious authorities as the favorite
ones to be adopted in the Arabian Peninsula’s new
religious buildings. Another example could refer to
Sharjah’s public and cultural buildings’ decorative

2

1 Godwin Austen Johnson (GAJ), The Chedi Al Bait, Al Mureujah, Sharjah, UAE, 2018 (photo: courtesy of GAJ).
2 GAJ, The Chedi Al Bait, Al Mureujah, Sharjah, UAE, 2018. Aerial view (photo: courtesy of GAJ) / Vista aerea.
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Stile. Intervista a Brian
Johnson e Wael Al-Masri
La prima ricognizione cartografica dei villaggi lungo
la costa del Golfo Arabico risale al secondo decennio
del XIX secolo. Il rilievo e la mappatura di questi
territori possono rappresentare il “certificato di nascita”
di tali insediamenti. Credo, infatti, che le mappe di
Dubai e degli altri Emirati dell’epoca rappresentino i
documenti storici che testimoniano la loro esistenza;
li definiscono ontologicamente. Anche se l’origine
di questi insediamenti umani risale a migliaia di
anni fa, è possibile concordare che i grafici tracciati
dall’esercito britannico li collochino sull’orizzonte
geografico. Iniziano in questo periodo le descrizioni
che raccontano le caratteristiche tipologiche degli
edifici locali e il loro tessuto urbano primordiale. È
una storia breve e quasi immutabile. Ad esempio,
guardando le fotografie degli anni Sessanta, si
capisce come lo scenario urbano di Dubai, nella
maggior parte del Novecento, sia cambiato molto
lentamente. Le due tipologie di base, l’Harish o
Barasti (costruzione con foglie di palma) e le case più
stabili costruite in corallo o pietra – alcune dotate di
torri del vento – attraversano quasi intatte la modernità
e sopravvivono fino alla soglia del Duemila. Nel
frattempo, dalla fine del Settecento, gli europei iniziano
a raccontare la loro visione del golfo. Come definito da
Edward W. Said nel suo libro del 1978, l’Orientalismo
è il concetto critico usato dagli imperialisti occidentali
per costruire un’iconografia prevalentemente
romantica del Medio Oriente. In altre parole, artisti
che spesso non avevano nemmeno visitato la regione,
idealizzavano quei territori e la rappresentazione
delle loro città. Tali mete erano impegnative da
raggiungere e, per questo, erano considerate ancora
più affascinanti ed esotiche. Nel corso del tempo,
numerosi edifici costruiti in Europa e nello stesso
Medio Oriente sono stati influenzati dai filoni formali
corrispondenti alle definizioni di “arabesco”, “moresco”,
“turquerie” e “revival egiziano”, solo per citarne
alcuni. Un fenomeno, quello dell’Orientalismo, che ha
oltrepassato i confini del Medio Oriente per assorbire
le influenze dell’estremo est del mondo, come nei casi
della Chinoiserie o del Japonismo. Forse, potremmo
definire tale contaminazione culturale come una protoglobalizzazione formale architettonica, priva però delle
sofisticate ibridazioni spaziali del regionalismo critico
teorizzato da Kenneth Frampton.
Credo che tale approccio culturale sia storicamente
alla base della creazione di uno “stile” architettonico
talvolta utilizzato per dotare la cosiddetta architettura
islamica di caratteristiche formali non sempre derivate
dalla sua storia. Questo processo progettuale è
comune anche oggi. A titolo di esempio, possiamo
citare le caratteristiche morfologiche della moschea
ottomana ancora intese dalle autorità religiose come
le preferite da adottare nelle nuove moschee della
penisola arabica. Un altro esempio potrebbe riferirsi
al monumentalismo orientalista e decorativo degli
edifici pubblici e culturali di Sharjah, profondamente
distaccato dalla problematica modernità della città.
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12 Wael Al-Masri Planners & Architects (WMPA), Mysk Al Bedayer Retreat, Sharjah, UAE. Aerial view (photo: courtesy of Wael Al-Masri) / Vista aerea.
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[academia]
Nour Rouhana

Fortifying the past via Coalescence:
past and future coming together
Nour Rouhana
Work
Coalescence. Recreational Cultural Hub
for the Archeological Site of Dhayah Fort
Senior Project, Bachelor of Architecture,
American University in Dubai
Location
Ras Al Khaimah, UAE
Project Year
2020
Architecture and Design
Nour Rouhana
Academic Supervisor:
Anna Cornaro, American University in Dubai
Size and total area
50.000 m2
Image credits
Nour Rouhana

1
2

The history of the UAE, from its numerous
colonization eras to its independence, is manifested
into its fortification structures, considered as real
architectural gems. Aiming to protect during attacks,
host parties during peacetime, and fortify the past
today, forts are quite important landmarks across
all Emirates. They are what reminds nationals and
visitors of the humble past of the UAE, before its
globalization, westernization, and rapid development.
Although forts’ layouts differ from one another, they
all have one thing in common: isolation. Back when
they were constructed, they needed to be as isolated
as possible to prevent enemy attacks. So, as a result,
all forts were disconnected from their surroundings
and different communities’ hubs. Today, though, this
isolation needs to be transformed into integration.
Because of the rapid globalization that started with
the discovery of oil, it is very important to remind the
country’s origin to prevent diverting too much from
local roots and heritage. Dubai, for example, is one
of the most glamorous, global, and advanced cities
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in the 21st century. Its technology, forward-thinking
mindset, and constant strive to be the best, allowed for
major changes in its architecture. It adopted a lot of its
landmarks from the West, such as the Palm’s Atlantis
and the Blue Waters’ Dubai Eye, putting aside the idea
of integrating historical monuments within the urban
fabric. Al Fahidi Fort, for example, is placed in one of
Dubai’s most populated areas but, despite the heavy
traffic all around it, it is still very disconnected from its
surroundings. Rather than being integrated within the
city context and infused within people’s everyday lives,
it is merely a stop for tourists.
Almost every other fort in the country is in a similar
condition. There is one fort that differs from the others
in its location, surrounding, and overall context:
Dhayah Fort. It is very iconic in the UAE in specific and
in the Gulf in general, being the number one touristic
attraction in the entire Gulf region. It is the only hilltop
monument in the country located in Ras Al Khaimah
amid four different landscapes: the vast Arabian Gulf,
lands of green mangroves and palm trees, a wide
mountain range, and patches of arid desert. Low-rise
developments around its site allow for uninterrupted
views and a more humble and down-to-earth urbanity.
Because of its strategic location and panoramic
scenery, it is a pity to leave this gem isolated from its
surroundings and uneasily accessed by everyone. As
a result of the monument’s lack of visual and physical
connectivity, it is time to give rise to this problem
and focus on how to merge the past within today’s
contemporary world to make space for heritage in the
future.
Coalescence, a recreational cultural hub, aims at fixing
this discontinuity by using the Dhayah mountain as a
tool to build a visual and physical connection between
the monument on top and its surroundings.
There are different levels of visual relationships
given in any project. Firstly, the primary relationship
is between the project itself and its direct site. The
secondary relationship is between the different
sites networked by the different views. Such a
network adds complexity to the overall dynamic
of connections vis-à-vis the site itself. In the case
of Coalescence, the primary visual relationship
is manifested internally upon the meeting of the
architecture with the mountain, and externally through
the opening façades to the four landscapes. In terms
of physical relationships, it has long been the case
in history where physical connection translates into
transportation, going from one place to the other.
Moving between all the different levels is no longer
mechanical but is an integral part of the overall
journey and experience. In Coalescence, different
transportation methods, including escalators,
elevators, ramps, and staircases, add value to the
curiosity of reaching the top of the mountain.
The project itself tries not to overwhelm the mountain
and steal the spotlight from the forts on top. So, the
architecture is comprised of several masses – each
hosting a specific function – that are tailored to be
inserted within the Dhayah mountain. A seamless
architecture blending within the topography would
prevent the architecture from being loud, while still
adding a contemporary touch to a piece of history.

1 Cover image / Immagine di copertina.
2 Collage depicting the different inspirational elements in the project / Collage raffigurante i differenti elementi di ispirazione nel progetto.
3 View from the terrace / Vista dalla terrazza.
4 Elevations / Prospetti.
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[materials&interiors]
Daria Verde

A retreat in balance
between tradition and modernity:
the Hishiya hotel in Fukuchiyama
Fumihiko Sano Studio
Work
Hishiya hotel
Client
Private
Location
53 Hishiya, Fukuchiyama City, Kyoto Prefecture, Japan
Project Year
2020
Architecture and Design
Fumihiko Sano Studio
Architect
Fumihiko Sano
Additional Functions
Contractor: Funakoshi Construction Firm Co., Ltd.
Size and total area
213 m2
Image credits
Yuna Yagi
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On the Yura River, in Japan, stands the second
oldest city in Kyoto prefecture, Fukuchiyama. It
flourished at the turn of the 16th century around the
homonymous castle, built in the Warring-States
period by General Akechi Mitsuhide.
Being famous mainly for the assassination of the
daimyō Oda Nobunaga, whom he was serving, and
master in the construction of many forts, Mitsuhide
rebuilt Fukuchiyama Castle – originally erected
and ruled by the Yokoyama family – in 1580 on the
foundations of the preexistent fortification. During the
Meiji Restoration the castle was destroyed – along
with many other castles in Japan – to be rebuilt
in 1986, after a lively campaign launched by the
residents of Fukuchiyama, and now it houses the
local history museum.
Despite its ancient origins, Fukuchiyama is today the
hub of the northern Kinki region, playing an important
role not only for the area’s economy and industry, but
also for local culture and education. In fact, thanks
to the development of its infrastructure, including the
construction of the high-speed railway, it has become
the nodal center of the region’s transport network,
evolving into a commercial city.
Here, in a city balancing between tradition and
progress, Fumihiko Sano carries out the renovation
project of a folk house of the first half of the 20th
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[smart food]
Ferdinando Polverino De Laureto

Dinner in the Sky
In these pages four images of the structure in Brussels, in Boston and
in Carpi and one of a dish served during the Trani dinner (cheese-cake
of lightly marinated red tuna, goat ricotta mousse and taralli with calzone,
chef Mario Cimino, Aquae Seaside, Trani)
In queste pagine alcune immagini della struttura a Bruxelles, Boston, Carpi
e una di un piatto servito durante la cena a Trani (cheese-cake di tonno rosso
leggermente marinato, mousse di ricotta di capra e taralli al calzone).
Photo: © courtesy of Dinner in the sky Italia Srl; www.dinnerinthesky.it
Instagram dinnerintheskyitaly_official - Event Manager Stefano Burotti

Something has changed

A short journey through the news of the post-pandemic banquet
We owe to Jean Brunhes the imaginative observation
for which “eating is incorporating a territory”, both in
a literal sense (the raw materials and their traditional
preparation), and in a more philosophical one, where the
symbols, the cultures and even the prejudices about food
take on added value respect to the nutritional provision
and to the taste itself. What is happening in these special
years of global suffering on the 2020's human dining
tables reflects the different governmental (and even more
familiar) attitude towards the sanitation and the social
restrictions due to the pandemic. And it is impossible not
to look mainly where, apart from conspiracy theories,
everything seems to have started, thanks, among
other things, to particular eating habits where bats and
pangolins (as per more recent hypotheses) seem to have
been involuntary protagonists.
A recent Nielsen study observes that, excluding the
Japanese people, the Asian consumers will tend to eat
much more healthy food, mainly at home, increasingly
resorting to Omni Channel.
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In China, for example, 86% of the sample interviewed will
eat at home even after the emergency, like 77% of Hong
Kong consumers. The homebody trend, combined with
the advent of new technologies (for example 5G) and
the need for healthy food, will therefore be the keywords
for the development of the food industry and its feeding
in the next five years, whatever the epilogue of the
pandemic will be. And the West will suffer (and follow)
the trend: the countermeasures of the restaurateurs
are already in place. Already today it is possible, for
example, in addition to the common take-away, to
take advantage of the home delivery restaurant, which
allows you to organize a dinner at home with all the
features of the services of a luxury restaurant, including
commis. Milan in Italy is the most advanced city in this
regard. But it arrives always from the Lombard capital
the first dossier on the reactions of entrepreneurs in the
sector to the delivery trend (Food&Beverage in Milan in
2020: analysis and trends, by Coqtail Milano, mixology
community, 2020).

The fast gourmet, that is the application of the formats
linked to fast catering to high level restoration, will be the
first type of strategy.
Another rampant expedient is constituted, especially in
the USA, by the dining bonds, or rather “pay today and
eat tomorrow”: a voucher for a dinner with better times;
and here the social networks, as is now customary, will
be decisive for the perpetration of the system.
And the raw materials? It is useless to point out how
much global ecological consciousness has changed
since the 1970 US Earth Day and how much it has
influenced the concept of agriculture and, in general, the
exploitation of resources, which today remains excessive
compared to a world population that in 2050 will attest to
11 billion people. The more from less bet will affect us all
closely.
And if everyone will take up the concept of sustainability,
savings, health and at the same time taste, we will be
able to declare that we truly consume what is correct to
call smart food.

a

b

c

d

Thumbnail
Thumbnails: some global news about new design food solutions /
alcuni nuovi esempi internazionali di soluzioni intorno al cibo
a) FRISTO, Frozen Market - EFEEME arquitectos:
Villa María, Cordoba, Argentina; area 81 m2, year: 2020, ph: Gonzalo Viramonte.
A frozen food market with a peculiary system of visual refrigeration /
Un mercato per i surgelati reca un'originale sistema di refrigerazione a vista.
b) Burnside Tokyo Culinary Space - Snohetta:
Tokyo, Japan; area 300 m2, year: 2021, ph: Keishin Horikoshi / SS.
Using food to empower communities, Ghetto Gastro celebrates the Bronx as an
inspiration and catalyst of global culture meeting the Bronx and Tokyo / Usando
il cibo per responsabilizzare le comunità, Ghetto Gastro celebra il Bronx come
fonte di ispirazione e catalizzatore della cultura globale.
c) Sunqiao - Sasaki Associates:
Shanghai, Cina; area 10.000.000 m2, year: in progress, ph: author's render.
Sasaki’s vision uses the urban farming as a dynamic living laboratory for
innovation, interaction, and education / Masterplan per l'agricoltura urbana
come laboratorio vivente per l'innovazione, l'interazione e l'istruzione.
d) RAMA, Italian Restaurant - MMA architects:
Shirogane, Miniato City, Japan; area 37 m2, year: 2019, ph: Hideki Makiguchi.
A restaurant with only nine seats, with a large curved counter in the center
where guests can sit arched around the kitchen: people passing by can
see the conviviality through the large windows / Un ristorante con solo nove
posti, con un grande bancone curvo al centro dove gli ospiti possono sedersi
ad arco intorno alla cucina: le persone che passano per strada possono
scorgerne la convivialità attraverso le grandi finestre.
A place of honor goes to the “Dinner in the Sky” formula, which, despite
being born in 2006, thanks to its high design value and its example of creative
catering linked to the concept of new spaces, well deserves to be counted
among the food-inspirational concepts for the future. The belgian format,
involving The Fun Group who engineered and built the structure, has traveled
the world in recent years, offering the crazy experience of a dinner at 50 m
above sea level using 16 steel cables and a 120 ton crane: an experience of
a “very high” level, without a doubt. The next stage will take place in Naples,
between the 2nd and the 6th of June at the Mostra d'Oltremare near the Esedra
Fountain, for only 22 guests at a time, in absolute safety, in the company of
starred chefs, sommeliers, pastry chefs, bartenders and mixologists.
Discorso a parte per la formula “Dinner in the Sky”: pur nascendo nel 2006,
per il suo alto valore progettuale e il suo esempio di ristorazione creativa
legata alla ricerca di nuovi spazi, merita di essere annoverata tra i foodconcept fonte di ispirazione per il futuro. Nato in Belgio coinvolgendo la
società The Fun Group che ha ingegnerizzato la struttura, negli anni il format
ha girato il mondo, proponendo la folle esperienza di brunch, degustazioni
e dinner a 50 m di quota tramite 16 cavi di acciaio e una gru da 120 t: senza
dubbio, un'esperienza di livello “molto alto”. A Napoli la prossima tappa, dal
2 al 6 giugno, presso la Fontana di Esedra della Mostra d’Oltremare, solo
per 22 ospiti alla volta, in assoluta sicurezza, in compagnia di chef stellati,
sommelier, maestri pasticcieri, bartender e mixologist.

Qualcosa è cambiato
Si deve a Jean Brunhes l'immaginifica considerazione
che “mangiare è incorporare un territorio”: sia in senso
letterale, pensando alle materie prime e alla loro
preparazione tradizionale, sia in senso più filosofico,
ove le simbologie, le culture e persino i pregiudizi sul
cibo assumono valore aggiunto rispetto all'apporto
nutrizionale e al gusto stesso. Quanto sta avvenendo
in questi anni speciali di sofferenza globale sulle tavole
dell'uomo del 2020 riflette il diverso atteggiamento
governativo (e ancor di più familiare) rispetto alle
restrizioni igienico-sanitare e sociali dovute alla
pandemia. Ed è impossibile non volgere principalmente
uno sguardo lì dove, teorie complottiste a parte, sembra
che il tutto si sia generato, grazie tra l'altro a particolari
abitudini alimentari ove pipistrelli e pangolini (come
da ipotesi più recenti) sembra siano stati involontari
protagonisti. Uno Studio Nielsen rileva che, esclusi
i Giapponesi, i consumatori asiatici tenderanno a

consumare cibo sempre più sano, prevalentemente
nell'ambiente domestico, ricorrendo sempre di più
all'Omnicanalità. In Cina, per esempio, l’86% del
campione intervistato mangerà in casa anche finita
l'emergenza, come il 77% dei consumatori di Hong
Kong. La tendenza homebody unita all'avvento delle
nuove tecnologie (ad esempio 5G) e l'esigenza healthy
food saranno dunque i motori di ricerca per lo sviluppo
dell'industria del cibo e della sua somministrazione nei
prossimi 5 anni, qualsiasi sarà l'epilogo della pandemia.
E l'Occidente ne subirà (e seguirà) la tendenza: le
contromisure dei ristoratori sono già in atto. Già oggi
è possibile, per esempio, usufruire, oltre al comune
asporto, dell'home delivery restaurant, che permette
di organizzare una cena a casa propria con tutte le
caratteristiche dei servizi di un ristorante di lusso, commis
compreso. Milano, in Italia, è la città più avanzata al
riguardo. Ma sempre dal capoluogo lombardo giunge il
primo dossier sulle reazioni degli imprenditori del settore
al delivery trend (Food&Beverage a Milano nel 2020:

analisi e trend, di Coqtail Milano, mixology community,
2020). Il fast gourmet, cioè l'applicazione dei format legati
alla ristorazione veloce applicata a quella di livello, sarà
il primo tipo di strategia. Altro espediente dilagante è
costituito, specialmente in USA, dai dining bond, ovvero
“paga oggi e mangia domani”: un buono per una cena
prevedendo tempi migliori; e qui i social, come ormai è
consuetudine, saranno determinanti ai fini del perpetrarsi
del sistema. E le materie prime? Inutile indicare quanto
dall'Earth Day statunitense del 1970 ad oggi la coscienza
ecologica globale sia cambiata e quanto essa abbia
influenzato il concetto di Agricoltura e, in generale, lo
sfruttamento delle risorse, che ad oggi rimane eccessivo
rispetto ad una popolazione mondiale che nel 2050
si attesterà a 11 miliardi di persone. La scommmessa
del more from less toccherà tutti noi da vicino. E se
ognuno di noi incamererà il concetto di sostenibilità,
risparmio, salute e nel contempo gusto, potrà dichiarare
di consumare, veramente, quel che è corretto chiamare
smart food.
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[in memoriam]
Maria Vittoria Capitanucci

Enzo Mari and Lea Vergine,
intellectuals without doubts
Compasso d’Oro awards, the first in 1967
and the last in 2011, without ever ceasing
to experiment since his debut as an
artist in the 1950s with the magnificent
creations of Programmed Art.
She, on the other hand – the narrator
of an artistic culture outside the chorus
– will be remembered for her acute and
anticipatory contributions dedicated to
the female presence in art and, more
generally, for her fascination for the
intense performance art (Il corpo come
linguaggio. Body art e storie simili,
Prearo publisher, 1974 and L’altra metà
dell’avanguardia. 1910-1940, Mazzotta
publisher, 1980).
Beyond the unpredictable viral cause,
this event has certainly intensified the
image of a lively couple with deep
affinities, things in common, clashes and
contrasts.
Among the many prominent figures of
the Italian culture who were victims of the
terrible ongoing pandemic, we cannot
forget two undisputed protagonists of that
«critical and ideological antagonism»
that has given so much to the creative
universe of design and Italian art criticism
of the last fifty years.
Enzo Mari (Alessandria 1932 - Milan
2020) and Lea Vergine (Naples 1936 Milan 2020), a couple in life but not in
their professional spheres – her being
an art critic, and him being an artist and
undisputed master of Italian design –,
have in fact left us a few days apart from
one another.
He will always be remembered for his
iconic Animals of 1956, for Danese,
which perhaps summarize, more
than any other piece, the complexity
of his beliefs as a designer – with
his beginnings at the court of Bruno
Munari – engaged in pedagogy,
natural materials, interaction and bold
graphic sign (the series of screen prints
Mela, Pera, Pantera), which are then
accompanied by the rich production
of furniture and objects for the most
important Italian design brands.
In his career Mari received five
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© photo courtesy of Danese Milano

© photo courtesy of Dezeen

What really strikes about these two
intellectuals – distant and independent in
the peculiarity of their fields and interests,
as well as in the externalization and
expression of their own research – is that
there was a substantial fil rouge between
them, that is a common ideological
position and a shared avant-garde
attitude, critical and resistant towards the
predominant cultural line, even if outside
the establishment.
It is Mari himself who claims that «the
designer cannot fail to have his own
ideology of the world. If he does not have
one, he is an imbecile who only gives
shape to the ideas of others» (Enzo
Mari, 1997). And it will be the “edgy” and
beautiful (impossible not say this about
her!) Lea Vergine to sue, in the 1970s,
a male journalist of the «Unità» for a
gender “appreciation” addressed to her

legs rather than her speech in one of her
first conferences.
Once again it will be her, in line with the
great wave of international feminism,
who will choose as a field of research
the most uncomfortable performing
art, to which she will give a substantial
introductory and critical contribution.
Dall’Informale alla Body Art. Dieci voci
dell’Arte Contemporanea: 1960/1970
(Forma Publishing Group, 1976) remains
© photo courtesy of Danese Milano

one of her fundamental writings in
terms of theme and impact on future
generations, as well as Attraverso l’Arte.
Pratica politica. Pagare il ‘68 (Arcana,
1976) e Arte programmata e cinetica
1953-1963. L’ultima avanguardia
(Mazzotta publisher, 1983).
She will then conclude with two intense
reflections in La vita, forse l’arte (Archinto,
2014) and L’arte non è faccenda di
persone perbene (Rizzoli, 2016).

A beautiful choral exhibition Enzo Mari curated by Hans Ulrich Obrist – by Hans
Ulrich Olbrist with Francesca Giacomelli, scheduled in the spaces of the Milan
Triennale (until the 18th of April, 2021), well before the death of the well-known
designer – pays homage to his 60 years of research. Among the incursions, in
addition to the reconstruction of the scenographic installation for the African Voodoo
exhibition at the Parisian Fondation Cartier, there are reinterpretations of his work
by some contemporary artists – such as the talented Adrian Paci – and designers,
with the introductory space of Nanda Vigo. Finally, a podcast of testimonies, curated
by the English critic Alice Rawsthorn, completes this anthological exhibition that
travels along the double path of narration and rereading.

© photo courtesy of Fondazione la Triennale di Milano

A mission, that of bringing everyone
closer to the creative process, also
shared by Mari who, commenting on his
artistic beginnings in 1988 («Domus»,
n. 694), explained them as a phase
of his education path: «I have always
found myself involved in poetics – such
as the programmed art – by chance,
because I was in a moment of personal
development: I demanded the school to
inform me, I was looking for someone
to help me; and in the deficiency that
I discovered, I pre-established a small
individual grammar. Immediately
afterwards, I decided to explain to others,
as well as to myself, the magic of the
art mechanism, of the artistic tension.
As I got older, I realized how almost
impossible it is to really reveal them to
others».
For that matter, they met each other
after being called, because of their
professional peculiarities and cultural
enthusiasm, by Giulio Carlo Argan –
her mentor – to create the avant-garde
magazine «Libera Struttura».
Hence, a falling in love that, starting from
an intellectual encounter, will lead the
sophisticated and bourgeois Neapolitan
Lea Buoncristiano (aka Vergine) to

abandon her city, and above all Rome,
for Milan, the undisputed center of Italian
design. Then, Mari, in the complexity
of his intellectual work started from his
very high experiences in the field of art
– never really archived – continued his
research in the universe of design, with
some iconic pieces such as Putrella,
Pago-Pago, Delfina, Elisa, etc. (made
for Danese, Alessi, Artemide, Driade,
Olivetti). Their functional aspect becomes
an essential element of his research
in order to overcome the dichotomy
between capitalist production and
productive and creative process.
From here started the encroachments
into the theoretical field (Funzione della
ricerca estetica, 1974), the extremization
of his thinking in the concept of
Autocostruzione – self-construction –
and some later writings such as Progetto
e Passione of 2001, followed, ten years
later, by 25 modi per piantare un chiodo.
Timor, his perpetual calendar for Danese,
represents the two themes that also
summarize Mari & Vergine: participation
and engagement.
Translated by Jenine Principe
and Daria Verde
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[ideas and trends]
We find Bencore honeycomb panels also in Paris,
part of the interior design project of Mineral Expertise
headquarter. Mineral Expertise is a French-Italian
company working in marble and minerals for
architecture and interior design projects, and top quality
furniture. Mineral Expertise follows for its clients all the
steps from purchasing materials to project management
and installation, down to the result.
Innovation is a key word for this company and the lay
out of their offices follows the same pattern, a dynamic
company, in line with current needs for materials
specification and choice. Bencore FOS System has
been chosen to create a partition within the office
space, using Hexaben Large in Clear T finishing. This
system, which ADI selected for the famous ADI Index, is
structural and has a strong design impact.
This makes FOS an element that attracts attention:
functional, versatile, available in many heights from 2,10
meters to 3 meters in only one panel without junctions
or transom above the door. The black aluminum profiles
create a contrast with the Hexaben panel and are made
by Ponzio Aluminum.

Mineral Expertise:
un progetto parigino
per Bencore
Anche nel cuore della bellissima Parigi troviamo
gli honeycomb di Bencore a far parte del progetto
di interior design del quartier generale di Mineral
Expertise.
Mineral Expertise è un'azienda franco-italiana
specializzata in marmi e minerali sia per progetti di
architettura che per interior design e realizzazione
di mobili di fascia alta. Dall’approvvigionamento
dei materiali alla gestione dei progetti e delle
realizzazioni Mineral Expertise segue tutta la filiera e
accompagna la committenza al risultato finito.
L’approccio al lavoro di questa realtà privilegia
l’innovazione in ogni aspetto e per questo anche
gli uffici del quartier generale con il loro lay-out ci
raccontano di una azienda dinamica e allineata
con le esigenze attuali quanto a progettazione e
selezione dei materiali.
Per creare una partizione importante all’interno
degli spazi è stato scelto il sistema parete-porta di
Bencore Fos 90, realizzata allo scopo utilizzando
hexaben large nella finitura clear T.
Questo sistema di partizione e chiusura, selezionato
da ADI per l’Index, si caratterizza per la strutturalità
che unita ad un design forte e definito fanno di Fos
un elemento che, in ogni spazio, porta l’attenzione
su di sé: funzionale in ogni situazione di ingombro, il
sistema è versatile e adattabile alle diverse esigenze
in quanto proposto in varie altezze, da 2,10 mt fino a
3 mt in un solo pannello senza giunzioni o sopraluce
per la porta. I profili in alluminio nero creano inoltre
un bel contrasto con l’Hexaben del pannello e solo
realizzati in collaborazione con Ponzio Aluminium.
Cerniere a scomparsa registrabili a bilico sui tre assi.
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Linea Light Group signs the Lighting Design of Athens International Airport
Italian leading player in LED technology, with a
strong R&D heritage Linea Light Group signed
the Lighting Design of Athens International Airport
within a structured redevelopment project of the
building, 20 years after the construction. The
heart of the spectacular lighting project is the
main façade of the new wing, scenographically
enlightened thanks to a customized version of
Paseo linear profiles.
Inside, in the wing dedicated to low cost flights,
Rada downlights have been installed, suitable for
lighting transit areas as they guarantee the total
absence of direct glare, ensuring at the same time
a homogeneous light.

Azienda italiana pioniera della tecnologia LED,
Linea Light Group ha firmato l’illuminazione
dell’Aeroporto Internazionale di Atene, all’interno
di un importante intervento di riqualificazione
dell’edificio a distanza di 20 anni dalla sua
realizzazione. Fulcro dello spettacolare progetto
illuminotecnico è la facciata principale della nuova
ala illuminata scenograficamente grazie a una
versione custom dei profili lineari Paseo. All’interno,
nell’ala dedicata ai voli low cost, sono stati installati
i downlight Rada, indicati per l’illuminazione di
zone di passaggio perché garantiscono la totale
assenza di abbagliamento diretto, assicurando al
contempo una luce omogenea.

Linea Light Srl
via della Fornace 59
31023 Castelminio di Resana (TV)
phone +39 (0)423 7868
www.linealight.com
info@linealight.com

Fir Italia presents its New Playone 90 collection in a new version sporting springtime colours
The line of taps New Playone 90 by Fir
Italia, designed by Francesco Lucchese,
encompasses a clear drive towards innovation
and a constant search for utter perfection,
clearly appreciable in its elegant design,
even more minimalist and always topical.
The taps of the New Playone 90 collection
assures reductions in water consumption and
it’s available in all the finishings of The Outfit
programme: with the spring colors of the Silky
Rose, Ravishing Gold and Gentle Copper
versions, New Playone 90 acquires wholly
new attractiveness and encourages people to
interact with its irresistible magnetism.

La linea di rubinetterie New Playone
90 di Fir Italia, disegnata da Francesco
Lucchese, racchiude in sé una forte spinta
all’innovazione e una costante ricerca della
perfezione assoluta, ben percepibili tra le
sue eleganti linee di design ultra-minimaliste.
Le rubinetterie New Playone 90 assicurano
riduzioni dei consumi d’acqua e sono
disponibili in tutte le finiture del programma
The Outfit: con i colori primaverili delle varianti
Silky Rose, Ravishing Gold e Gentle Copper,
la New Playone 90 acquista un’attrattività
del tutto nuova, incoraggiando le persone a
interagire con esse in un modo magnetico.

FIR Italia S.p.A.
via Borgomanero, 6
28010 Vaprio D'Agogna (NO) Italy
www.fir-italia.it
info@fir-italia.it

Casilda daybed of Talenti, an oasis of comfort
The Casilda Daybed, signed by the Spanish
designer Ramon Esteve for the iconic brand
Talenti, represents the perfect synthesis
between the fullness of the forms and the
essentiality of the structure and has the
ability to capture every look with great
strength of character.
This creation is an integral part of the
award-winning Casilda collection, and
revolves around the contrast between the
linearity of the metal parts, which take the
shape of an arbor, and the softness of the
cushions, capable of ensuring unparalleled
comfort.

Il Casilda Daybed, firmato dal designer
spagnolo Ramon Esteve per l’iconica
marca Talenti, rappresenta la sintesi
perfetta tra la pienezza delle forme e
l’essenzialità della struttura e possiede la
capacità di catturare ogni sguardo con
grande forza di carattere.
Questa creazione è parte integrante
della pluripremiata collezione Casilda, e
ruota attorno al contrasto tra la linearità
delle parti metalliche, che assumono la
forma di una pergola, e la morbidezza
della cuscineria, capace di assicurare un
comfort senza pari

Talenti Srl
Strada Amerina Km 4,5
05022 Amelia (TR) Italy
phone +39 9744 930747
www.talentisrl.com
customerservice@talentisrl.com

The Infinity Sofa by Franchi Umberto Marmi: formal research, marble and design
A clear idea of modernity, involving
research, formal harmony and attention to
detail, is prominent in the new Infinity sofa
by Franchi Umberto Marmi. Celebrating
such a noble and ancient material as marble
through design, this new sofa is made with
the centrality of the living space and the
conviviality of an elegant and luxurious
home in mind. In Infinity, which is part of
Franchi Umberto Marmi’s Home Design
division, a large natural stone surface is
combined with soft cushions made with fine
fabrics to suitall settings, creating an overall
feeling of comfort.
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Una chiara idea di modernità, di armonia formale e
cura per i dettagli domina il nuovo divano Infinity di
Franchi Umberto Marmi.
Celebrando attraverso il design un materiale
nobile ed antico come lo è il marmo, questo nuovo
divano è pensato per la centralità del living e per la
convivialità della casa elegante e lussuosa. Infinity
fa parte della divisione Home Design di Franchi
Umberto Marmi e valorizza l’idea di una grande
superficie di pietra naturale ogni volta diversa, unica
nella sua eccellenza e attraverso la quale passa
una idea di living pieno di comfort, supportato dalla
morbidezza di cuscini imbottiti realizzati con pregiati
tessuti adatti alle diverse situazioni.

Franchi Umberto Marmi s.p.a.
via Del Bravo 14 - 16
Carrara (MS) Italia
phone +39 0585 70057
www.franchigroup.it
info@fum.it

[advertiser list]
BACCHI S.p.A.
Via Argine Cisa, 19/A
42022 Boretto (RE) – Italy
phone +39 0522 686080
info@bacchispa.it
www.bacchispa.it

LINEA LIGHT S.r.l. Italy
Via della Fornace, 59 z.i.
31023 Castelminio di Resana TV - Italy
phone: + 39 (0)423 78 68
www.linealight.com
info@linealight.com

RIKIEDO Srl
Via Volponi, 19 – Zona Ind.le Squartabue
62019 Recanati (MC) Italy
phone +39 366 7407242
www.moricicollection.it
info@moricicollection.it

BENCORE SRL
Via Provinciale Nazzano, 20
54033 Carrara - Italy
phone +39 (0)585 830129 - +39 (0)585
834449
www.bencore.it
info@bencore.it

LINEA LIGHT UK
Business Design Center
52 Upper Street
Islington N1 0QH
London
phone: +44 207 288 6568
info@linealight-uk.com

TALENTI Srl
Strada Amerina Km 4,5
05022 Amelia (TR) Italy
phone +39 9744 930747
www.talentisrl.com
customerservice@talentisrl.com

FELIS srl
via Pietro Zorutti, 22
33074 Fontanafredda PN - Italy
phone +39 (0) 0434 737052
www.felis.it
info@felis.it

LINEA LIGHT GCC – Middle East & Gulf
Countries
Jumeirah Lake Towers
JBC2 – 35th Floor Office 02
Dubai
UAE
P.O. Box 125902
phone + 971 4 4218275
info@linealight.ae

TRAFILERIA E ZINCHERIA CAVATORTA
Via Repubblica, 58
43121 Parma - Italy
phone +39 (0)521 221411
fax +39 (0)521 221414
www.cavatorta.it/en
offices2@cavatorta.it

FIR Italia S.p.A.
Via Borgomanero, 6
28010 Vaprio D'Agogna (NO) Italy
www.fir-italia.it
info@fir-italia.it

MADE A MANO s.r.l.
Via Manfredi Modica 4/C
95041 Caltagirone (CT) - Italy
phone +39093358189
fax +39093353482
www.madeamano.it
info@madeamano.

FRANCHI UMBERTO MARMI s.p.a.
Via Del Bravo 14 - 16
Carrara (MS) – Italia
phone +39 0585 70057
www.franchigroup.it
info@fum.it

MARTINELLI LUCE Spa
Via Teresa Bandettini
55100 Lucca (Lu) - Italy
phone.+390583.418315
fax. +39 0583.419003
www.martinelliluce.it
info@martinelliluce.it

LAGO SPA
Via Artigianato II, 21,
35010 Villa del Conte (PD) - Italy
phone: +39 (0)49 5994299
www.lago.it
lago@lago.it

MOBILSPAZIO CONTRACT
Via Maccari n.1/A
60131 Ancona Italy
phone +39 071 2868423
Fax +39 071 2900374
www.mobilspazio.it
info@mobilspazio.it
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